
Tips, Tricks and Advice from your local “IT Guru” 

This month I want to talk to you about Windows 10. Yes, you read that correctly: Windows 10, and not Windows 
9. Microsoft has just unveiled it’s plans for the next version of Windows, and they have decided to skip a number 
and go straight to version 10. There are all sorts of theories as to why they have missed out 9, but the general 
opinion seems to be that they just wanted to distance themselves from Windows 8 which was designed to be 
easier for less sophisticated users and for some reason has not been a hit with the more vocal tech press, and 
concentrate on business users. I may be in the minority, but I think that in its latest incarnation (8.1 Update 1) 
Windows is perfectly useable, either on a touch screen device or with a mouse and keyboard. For beginners and 
people who just want to do the basics like browse the web and get emails, the Start screen provides a simple 
interface of tiles that, once you have learned the basics, gives you the power to do most things without getting 
into the scary world of the desktop. It works best on a touch screen (which is, after all, what it was designed for) 
but can just as easily be used with a mouse and keyboard. There are plenty of Apps in the store to add 
functionality if you need to, with the only glaring omission being a touch friendly App version of Microsoft Office. 
Surely, however, this is something that will be coming soon. Of course, it’s true that there aren’t millions of Apps 
like other platforms (IOS, for example!), but for what most people want to do on a home computer it’s more than 
adequate. For more experienced or “power” users, the desktop is still there. You can set your preferences so that 
you never have to see the Start screen or any of the tiles, and you can install any of the millions of Windows 
programs available to allow you to use the system just like you would with Windows XP or Windows 7. The only 
thing missing is the old style Start button, which gave you access to every program on your system. But, most 
desktop screen layouts that I have seen always ended up with shortcut icons anyway, so I can’t see that as much 
of a loss. Microsoft’s aim with Windows 8 was to have one system that worked on touch and non-touch devices - 
it had to be easy to use and allow a quick glance for all of the important information, whilst also keeping the 
powerful features for experienced users. I think they succeeded reasonably well. 

But, now Microsoft has decided that that approach is all wrong! It’s now focussing on the business users. In 
Windows 10, if you have a non-touch device you don’t get to see the Start screen, with all its colourful tiles and 
easily accessible information. Instead, you get a new Start button that shows all your installed programs but with 
the ability to have tiles from the Start screen showing as well. All those Apps from the store that were tiles on the 
Start screen now run on the desktop - in a window, just like the old days! This makes the interface look much 
more like a modern version of XP or Windows 7, which great if you are an experienced user but a little bit trickier 
if you just want to do a few simple things or are a beginner. If you have a touch-enabled device then the Start 
screen is viewable by default, and you can drop into the desktop as in Windows 8. However, if the preview is 
anything to go by, any Apps that you open via a tile will bring you straight back to the desktop so that it can run in 
a window. This takes away the simplicity of the Start screen interface, and makes things unnecessarily 
complicated. It also means that on a smaller device you are reduced to poking at a tiny ‘X’ in the corner, in order 
to close that window. 

Maybe it’s just me, but I think Microsoft has missed a trick by concentrating more on the desktop side of things. 
Windows 8.1 was a reasonable compromise for all types of device and users, whereas Windows 10 is skewed 
too far towards “power” users. I think if Microsoft wants to embrace the desktop again, then maybe they should 
drop the touch interface from Windows completely and have a separate operating system for tablets, much like 
Apple has done. 

If you have any questions or anything you would like me to cover in this column, email me at look@4-
11consultants.co.uk 

 David runs 4-11 Consultants, a local company specialising in home and small business computer problems and 
can be contacted on 01206736161 


